
Issues of officiating JTOs-An endless journey. 
ARE WE IN THE RIGHT TRACK? 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 

The cadre technicians and TTAs, since its inception has been facing serious threat 
from all corners. The threats were on pay scale, designation, vacancy for promotion, 
officiating promotions and pay on officiating etc. Association gratefully acknowledges the 
contribution of trade unions to our association in settling many of these issues one by one. 
Now a new threat has emerged as in the past, against this working class. BSNL want to 
withdraw the FR 22 (1) a (1) pay to officiating JTOs after a long gap through an appeal 
against the standing judgment of Kerala high court. Threat of cancellation of officiating 
promotion is also live on the other side.  
 

We the association in kerala circle have always followed a wise system where we 
approach judiciary for settlement of grievance only once all other remedies are exhausted. 
We have plenty of experience to state that it is always healthy and long lasting to settle 
issues through dialogue between powerful trade union and management than judiciary. It 
is an admitted fact that the associations in general whether non-executive or executive 
have, very little negotiate capacity with management compared to trade unions. Knowing 
this fact we always maintained a good relation with trade union in early days. 
 

A growing trend is observed now a  days where individuals and associations drag the 
issues abruptly to the courts rather settling the issues patiently through trade unions.  It is 
because either the individuals or associations are not influential in major trade unions or 
failed in their attempt in tackling with trade unions. This will naturally create a gap 
between trade unions and us. This not only creates a revengeful attitude from 
Management but debar management from any bilateral settlement through unions. Both 
are not good for us. 
 

Many issues which could have been settled by trade unions by proper handling are 
now seen to be unnecessarily being dragged in court for many years. One classical example 
is the case of non implementation of FR 22 (1)a(1) pay in other circles. Our kerala 
judgment in FR 22 (1) a (1) is very strong, justified by unions and liable to be implemented 
all over the country. The reason is simple that the 1st respondent is CMD of BSNL itself 
rather CGM of kerala. We have even the great experience of implementing “court-
judgments” by management with help of trade unions-remember the case of judgment for 
Junior Engineer pay scale Rs.5000-8000 to TTAS and settling it through NFTE union in the 
year 2002. Only thing required is a practical approach and tactical relation with trade 
unions. We have also learnt from our experience that it is a general attitude of all 
managements to deny/delay even common justice in matters once the matter becomes 
‘sub-judicial’. Our experience is our expertise. Here we have to note the case of 
“regularization of JTO qualified officials”. Everybody knows that matter is pending for 
clearance of court contempt at Chandigarh. The contempt is basically against diversion of 
post and supernumerary posting. But there is no harm in settling the issue through post up 
gradation. Why management is not daring for it even after sever pressure from various 
union?.  Yes, the sub-judicial state empowers management to deny /delay any further 
bilateral settlement.     
 

Now we are even afraid if management adopts any adverse policy decisions in the 
matter of FR 22 (1) a (1) or even officiating itself, since the issue has brought to contempt 
proceedings. Bringing any issues to stage of contempt against the authority that is very 
often having some discretionary powers is not a practical way to get the things done 
smoothly. The state of non-implementation of a judgment clearly indicates that mind set 
of the management is different. Here the appropriate step was to change the mindset first 
and pursue to implement next rather declaring war through contempt. The trade unions 



could have been able help us better, had there been a good relation. Some are even 
appraising such untiring moves without knowing the ultimate danger behind it. However 
we have not even a single case in history to show before which got settled permanently 
through court contempt action. Instead, we have clearly understood that even the late 
decision of management for filing appeal against our basic FR 22 (1) a (1) judgment in 
kerala High Court, after a long gap and the expiry of permitted time, is nothing but “set 
back” of the court proceedings at Principal CAT, New Delhi.  
 

Another growing trend among officiating JTOs are their ‘good bye’ to trade unions 
and participation with executive associations. Support from all is welcomed. Our 
association itself had made some constructive understanding with one executive 
association. The understanding was to cooperate with this association and support the 
activities in settling the burning issues of officiating JTO provide the association members 
will become the members of the association when regularized as JTO. The “alliance” has 
gradually taken shape of “membership” and finally become “leadership” violating all 
understandings with association.  These officials are assuming themselves and behaving as 
if “top-executives”. The logic or bye law of granting membership by such association is still 
not convinced to us. Two questions will unveil the entire curtains. (1) Where these top-
executives will cast the vote in referendum. (2) What will happen to these executive 
members and leaders when they are reverted as TTA?.  Let all of us think of it.  These have 
virtually forgotten to recollect the fact that they are mere TTAs.  However it is another 
undisputed fact that we are loosing support from most powerful trade unions like BSNLEU 
and NFTE on this account.  But one fact remains that nothing could be settled by the said 
executive associations also. Trade unions have almost stopped shouting slogans for us. The 
mistake is no doubt, committed by us.  Leaders from us in the trade unions in NFTE or 
BSNLEU have almost become dump to the questions from inside trade unions. Let the 
executive associations save us or else the God!.  
 

Let us not forget the past blatantly. It is the time for introspection and correction. 
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